
June 19, 2016 

Dear Monica, 

Thank you for having taken time to organize the meeting on the commencement day and for having 

provided as much information as possible for us.  I really appreciate your time and efforts.  Since I did 

not have time to write my comments on the cards distributed at the meeting, I would like to share my 

thoughts here.  I will also contact the NLRB representatives who are dealing with our case and the SEIU 

representative. 

• This is not the right time to organize union at Northwestern University:  WCAS and the University have 

been making significant improvements in benefits, reappointment cycle, recognition on campus, etc. for 

non-tenure eligible faculty members.  Faculty should continue working with WCAS and the University 

rather than through unionization. 

• 500+ non-tenure eligible faculty positions are such a diverse group.  It does not seem to work well if 

we put together all 500+ faculty members in one group under one unionized group.  For instance, 

Continuing Lecturer Faculty of WCAS seems quite different from visiting faculty members with a limited 

contract years or adjunct faculty members who teach with per-course rate.  I do not see how one union 

could represent such a diverse group.  The union organizers and whoever is leading this movement do 

not seem the diversity.  What one specific group (e.g., adjunct faculty) does with good intention can 

harm other group (e.g., continuing lecturer faculty) and vise versa.  If some of the contingent faculty 

members strongly feel that unionization is necessary, they should consider different grouping.  If the 

unionization must happen with the current grouping, there should be option to opt out.  Being forced to 

pay the union fee or any type of fee seems like a fraud 

• SEIU does not seem to be a right union organization for Northwestern.  The more I hear about other 

unions and how SEIU is proceeding to unionize Northwestern, the less I can trust them.  The union fee of 

2% of salary is steep, and yet, SEIU does not provide enough information to all eligible faculty members 

(They only communicate with those who are enthusiastic about unionizing.)  I seriously wonder if 

financial benefit for the union organizer is the main incentive.   

• The whole process leading up to vote seems not right:  Not much critical information is shared among 

all eligible faculty members; the timing of voting is very bad.  It looks as if they have intentionally 

selected this time of the year so that they can make sure that they reach those who are enthusiastic to 

support SEIU’s efforts and decrease the denominator. 

Thank you. 
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